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Abstract
We investigate the dynamics of open membrane boundaries in a constant C-eld
background. We follow the analysis for open strings in a B-eld background, and
take some approximations. We nd that open membrane boundaries do show
noncommutativity in this case by explicit calculations. Membrane boundaries





It is surprising that, although it seems that noncommutative geometry is quite a pure math-
ematical object, noncommutativity does emerge in some denite limits of string theory. For
instance, matrix theory compactied on tori gives Yang-Mills theory on noncommutative
tori[1]; the quantization of open strings on a D-brane with a background B-eld leads this
D-brane world-volume to become noncommutative[2]; the twisted version of the reduced
large-N Super Yang-Mills model originally considered as a constructive denition of type
IIB superstring can be interpreted as noncommutative Yang-Mills theory[3], and so on.
Recent development on string dualities reveals that M-theory rules nonperturbative fea-
tures of superstring theories. It is natural to ask what is noncommutativity in M-theory. We
do not know so much about M-theory. M-theory leads to eleven dimensional supergravity at
the low-energy limit, and M-theory compactied on a circle becomes type IIA superstring by
taking the limit for the radius of the circle to become zero. Moreover M-theory contains the
two-dimensional extended object, M2-brane, as the fundamental component. Matrix theory
proposed by Banks, Fischler, Shenker and Susskind [4] is considered as describing some (or
complete as they state originally) degrees of freedom of M-theory. This matrix theory does
show noncommutativity in some cases commented above. We can expect naturally that
noncommutativity can emerge in M-theory.
On the other hand, a supersymmetric two-dimensional extended object, called super-
membrane, is interesting in its connection to superstrings. A quantum extension of super-
membrane is expected to give a denition of M-theory. Especially, it is well known that
supermembrane in eleven dimensions can consistently couple to eleven dimensional super-
gravity as its backgrounds[5]. Thus, we have a natural question here; how does superme-
mbrane theory show noncommutativity? It is a very meaningful question in two reasons.
First, since we expect that supermembrane is a denition of M-theory, we also expect that
supermembrane theory has noncommutativity in a denite limit or a background. Secondly,
we wonder what is noncommutativity in more than two-dimensional extended objects. To
clear this second point, let us compare it with the string case. In string theory, the end of
open strings becomes noncommutative and a D-brane world-volume on which open strings
can end has noncommutative geometry. Then, let us consider an open membrane which
has one-dimensional boundary and focus on the behavior of these boundaries. Here, we
face a conceptual jump. In string theory, open string ends are \points" and on a D-brane
world-volume points do not commute with each other, while in membrane case, we nd that
its boundaries are \strings" and noncommutativity means one-dimensional strings do not
commute with each other. Thus, we can learn a new feature of noncommutative geometry
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by studying membrane noncommutativity.
In string theory, we can nd noncommutativity by quantizing open strings in background
NS-NS elds. Some authors have applied the Dirac procedure to boundary conditions[7, 8].
This method is very transparent and can be easily extended to other systems. We attempt
to investigate an open membrane in a background three-form eld in this way. It is well
known that to investigate membrane theory has severe diculties, for example, non-linearity
of world-volume theory, non-renormalizability of three-dimensional sigma model, and so on.
Thus, we must take an appropriate approximation, as explained later.
Our plan of investigation is as follows. In seeing the noncommutativity, supersymmetry
was not essential in the string case. We drop the fermionic parts and consider a bosonic
membrane. We start with a bosonic open membrane in a constant gauge eld background.
Since we should take our bosonic membrane as a toy model of eleven dimensional supermem-
brane, we restrict the background elds to the massless bosonic elds of eleven dimensional
supergravity, the metric g and the three-form tensor eld C. We consider only a bosonic
background and drop the fermionic eld, the gravitino . Without introducing a two-form
gauge eld, there can not exist open membranes by gauge-invariance. Also in supermem-
brane case, we can not introduce an open supermembrane without braking all the super-
symmetries in flat Minkowski space-time. However we can formulate a supersymmetric open
supermembrane when there exists a \topological defect" as a background [6]. These defects
are interpreted as, for instance, M5-brane, \end of the world" 9-plane in Horava-Witten’s
sense, etc. We shall introduce xed p-branes in this bosonic case. We assume our open
membranes are bounded to these \boundary planes," and there is a two-form eld, to which
open membrane boundaries can couple, on these planes. In these settings, we calculate the
Dirac brackets and conrm noncommutativity on these boundary planes.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we propose our setup. We consider a
bosonic open membrane in a constant C-eld background. We suppose that one direction of
the target space is compactied to a circle, another direction is compactied to an interval
and there exist two xed planes at the boundaries of this direction. We x the reparametriza-
tion invariance of the world-volume with a static gauge and simplify the action by taking a
limit. Equations of motion and boundary conditions are found, we go on to the canonical
formalism and impose the boundary conditions as constraints. In section 3, we solve the con-
straints with an approximation. We take the radius of the compactication circle to be very
large and the distance between the boundary planes to be innitesimally small. In section 4,
we calculate the Dirac brackets and conrm the noncommutativity on the boundary planes.
Section 5 is served to discussions and remarks. In appendix A, we review the application of
Dirac’s procedure for constrained systems to the boundary constraints in the string case.
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2 An open membrane in a constant C-eld
Let us consider an open membrane in the background of a constant three-form tensor eld
C. We suppose that our membrane topology is cylindrical and the background is eleven
dimensional, compactied to R9−pMpS1I, where Mp is a p dimensional flat Minkowski
space-time and I is an interval with a nite length1. There exist at the boundaries of I two
p-branes on which an open membrane can end, and the p-branes wrap once around the
S1. R9−p  I is transverse to these p-branes. We drop the fermionic part, that is, restrict
ourselves to considering a bosonic membrane.








Figure 1: A membrane wrapped once around the compactication circle stretches between
two xed p-branes.












where  are the world-volume coordinates (; 1; 2) and h is the induced metric on the
world-volume, h  @X@X.
First, we x the gauge freedom of world-volume reparametrization invariance with the
static gauge, 8><
>:
X0 =   2 (−1;1)
X9 = 1L 1 2 [0; ]
X10 = 2R 2 2 [0; 2) ;
(2)
1Conventions of indices are as follows. ; ;    are eleven dimensional suces and i; j;    represent the
spatial directions of the p-brane world-volume. Membrane world-volume indices are ; ; : : : and a; b are
world-volume spatial indices, a; b = 1; 2.
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and the radius of the compactied direction X10 is R,
X10  X10 + 2R: (3)
We also compactify the X9 direction on an interval. Suppose that there are two \xed
planes" placed at a distance of L in the X9 direction. Here, L is the length of the interval,
and the two boundaries of a membrane are bound to each of these \xed planes",
X9 = L: (4)
These \xed planes" are, for example, regarded as M5-branes in M-theory when p = 5. Since
the dimension of the p-brane is not essential in our analysis, we assume p = 9 from now on.
Under the static gauge condition,
det h =

−1 + ( _X i)2 _X i@1X i _X i@2X i
_X i@1X







i R2 + (@2X
i)2



















i)2 +O ((@X)4 ; (6)
where we have made a rescaling, L1 ! 1 ; R2 ! 2.





where  is the world-volume of a membrane. At the beginning, note that our action (1) is not
gauge-invariant for an open membrane. So as to make an open membrane gauge-invariant,





which transforms as B ! B− under the C-eld gauge transformation, C ! C+d, where
 is a two-form eld. Here, this B-eld is on the boundary planes and has the eld strength
F  dB on these planes. Gauge-invariance requires that C and F always appear with the
form of C + F , so the constant C-eld leads to a constant eld strength F on the boundary
planes. Then, we gauge away F and only consider the eects of the C-eld. Moreover, we
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suppose that the C-eld is not only constant but also \magnetic", that is, their non-zero







where we have made a rescaling C ! (LR)−1C.
A part of diculties of membrane theory comes from its non-linearity of world-volume






and also drop the constant term of the Dirac part. This limit means that the self-interactions
of the world-volume theory are weak compared to the interactions with the background gauge








( _X i)2 − (@1X i)2 − (@2X i)2
o
− Cijk _X i@1Xj@2Xk

; (10)
where the ranges of the world-volume coordinates are
1 2 [0; L]; (11)
2 2 [0; 2R); (12)
and the area of the membrane is 22LR.


















Se = 0 leads to the equations of motion,
X i = 0; (14)
where   @@ = @2 − @21 − @22 , and also leads to the boundary conditions,
@1X





















































 0 : (18)
Poisson brackets are ordinarily dened as
fX i(1; 2); Pj(01; 02)g = ij2( − 0);
fX i; Xjg = fPi; Pjg = 0:
(19)
Using these, we get the equations of motion,






_P i  fPi(); Hg = T
n
































where Laplacian  is dened as @21 + @
2
2 and dot means  derivative.
For simplicity, we set T = 1. We can recover T by replacing P with P=T .
3 Solving constraints
The method described in appendix A leads us to nd the Dirac brackets of the membrane
in the constant C-eld. First, we consider the consistency conditions of the constraints
_  f; HTg  0 ; (22)
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and nd an innite chain of secondary constraints as follows

































Note that the equation of motion (20) tells that each secondary constraint has at most
C3, and all the constraints are second class. Explicit computations show that the rst few



















k − @22Xj@2Xk − P j@2P k

+ CijkCjlm

















These constraints look too hard to solve completely unlike the string case. Thus, we shall
take an approximation to solve them.
At this stage, we take the limit L ! 0 and R ! 1 2. This leads to simplication
as follows. For 1, we suppose that no oscillations are excited. Hence, after solving the
constraints, X i(; 1; 2) and P
i(; 1; 2) are determined by their boundary values. And for
2Note that this limit is a tensionless string limit in Strominger's sense [14].
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2, we neglect terms which is of order (1=R)
3 or higher, which means that we drop the terms
involving three derivatives of 2 or higher,
@32X
i = 0 ; @22X
i@2X
j = 0 etc: : : : (28)
To solve the constraints, we shall include the eects of the C-eld order by order. At





= 0 and X i(; 1; 2) = X
i(; 1; 2 + 2R): (29)
Since no oscillations of 1 are excited under the L ! 0 limit, the solution is
X i(; 1; 2) = x
(0)i
0 (; 2): (30)
where the subscript 0 of x
(0)i
0 means we are considering only the zero-mode of 1. Since the
C-eld background changes the 1 boundary conditions, the 1 dependence of elds X and
P would be altered:
X i = x
(0)i
0 (; 2) + (corrections which depend also on 1 and C): (31)
Let us calculate the corrections to second order in C. Consider the expansions of X and
P in terms of C


















0 are functions of  and 2, independent of 1 and unconstrained. We
substitute them into the constraints (25) and (26). Of order C1, we get
i1 = @1x
(1)i












and nd solutions at this order as follows
x
(1)i
0 (; 1; 2) = A
(1)i




0  1; (35)
p
(1)i
0 (; 1; 2) = B
(1)i




0  1; (36)


















































0 − p(0)l0 @2p(0)m0 p(0)k0

 1; (38)
and we nd the solutions,
x
(2)i
0 (; 1; 2) = A
(2)i






























0 (; 1; 2) = B
(2)i




























Putting them together, we nd that the X i(; 1; 2) and P
i(; 1; 2) are determined by the
































0 − P k0 @2(P l0@2Xm0 )

; (40)


















0 − P k0 @2(P l0@2P m0 )

: (41)
One can conrm that these solutions satisfy the remaining constraints by substituting (40)
and (41) into the explicit form of i3 and taking into account the fact that the other higher
constraints involve only higher derivative terms of 1 and 2. Since we get the solutions
of the constraints, we can compute the Dirac brackets of X and P by the method given in
appendix A. This is what we shall do in the following section.
4 Computing the Dirac brackets
In order to compute the Dirac brackets, we rst calculate Lagrange brackets. In this case,
Lagrange bracket L is dened as
Ω =− 2
Z




i(x) ^ dj(y); (42)
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where we have integrated over 1, d = dX0(2) or dP0(2), and x and y denote the 2
coordinate. Dirac bracket C is determined by the inverse matrix of this Lagrange brackets,
C = L−1. To calculate the Lagrange bracket of this system, we determine the eects of the
C-eld order by order, to order C2:
L = L(0) + L(1) + L(2); (43)
where L(i) denotes the terms of order Ci. Then the Dirac bracket is obtained as
C = L−1 =L(0)−1 − L(0)−1(L(1) + L(2))L(0)−1 + L(0)−1L(1)L(0)−1L(1)L(0)−1 +O(C3) (44)
=J− J(L(1) + L(2))J + JL(1)JL(1)J +O(C3); (45)
where we have abbreviated L(0)−1 as J.
Let us start the calculation. In zeroth order in C, the Lagrange bracket is determined
through the symplectic form
Ω[0] =− 2
Z
d2dX i0 ^ dP i0
=− 2L
Z









L(0) = −Lij(x− y): (48)
The inverse matrix of this L(0) is given by





; J = (L(0))−1 = − 1
L
ij (x− y) ; JT = J : (49)





















ij (x− y) : (52)
These are the original Poisson brackets except for the normalization factor.
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Calculations of O(C1) Next, we shall calculate the C1 part. This is the rst non-trivial






















dX i0(x) ^ dP j0 (y)
(−2CijlP l0(x)@x(x− y)
















0(x− y) : (56)























ij (x− y)− CijlP l0(y)0(y − x) : (59)















Cijk ((y − z)0(y − x) + (y − x)0(y − z) + (y − x)0(z − y)− 0(z − x)(z − y))
= 0 : (60)
The Jacobi identity for fX; fX; Xgg is trivially satised at rst order in C. To see how it is
non-trivially satised, we turn to the calculations of C2.
Calculations of O(C2) The calculations of order C2 turn out to be very complicated, so
we split the calculations into some parts.
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dX i0(x) ^ dP j0 (y)@x
(
P k0 (x) (2@yP
m
0 (y) + P
m
0 (y)@y) (x− y)








0 (x)− P k00 (y)Xm00 (y)

(x− y)














P k0 (x) (2@yP
m
0 (y) + P
m









0 (x)− P k00 (y)Xm00 (y)

(x− y)
− (Xk00 (x)P m0 (x) + P k0 (y)Xm00 (y) 0(x− y) : (64)




 @2dXk0 P l0@2P m0 + @2Xk0 dP l0@2P m0 − @2Xk0 P m0 @2dP l0
−dP k0 @2(P l0@2Xm0 )− P k0 @2(dP l0@2Xm0 − P m0 @2dX l0)
 ^ dP i0








0 − @2P k0 P m0 @2dP l0 + @2P k0 dP l0@2P m0
− dP k0 @2(P l0@2P m0 )− P k0 @2(dP l0@2P m0 − P m0 @2dP l0)
}
: (65)
Then we nd that the Ω[2−2] has the form
Ω[2−2] =
Z
dxdyL[2−2]di(x) ^ dj(y) ; (66)
where














and, M and N correspond to the following tensor structures of C2:
M / CijkCklm;
N / CiklCjml :




























00(x− y) + P m00 (x)@x
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Thus we get the Lagrange brackets to order C2. Let us compute the Dirac brackets.













































































































































































0(x− y) ; (79)
where we have rescaled the momenta, LP i0 ! P i0. This is because in the limit L ! 0,
the integrated momenta LP0 are more naturally assigned to the boundary strings than the
original boundary momenta P0.
These results mean that the coordinates of the boundary strings of an open membrane
in the constant C-eld background show noncommutativity. It is very curious that the
commutation relation between X i and Xj depends on other components of transverse elds,
Xk.
5 Concluding remarks
In the previous section, we have obtained the Dirac brackets of an open membrane in the
C-eld background. The result shows that the boundary string has a loop-space noncom-
mutativity.
We can conrm that the Jacobi identity holds at order in C2 with these results, though
we do not write down the calculation explicitly. Indeed, the satisfaction of Jacobi identity is
trivial from the general properties of Poisson bracket, but the cancellations between the terms
are not trivial. This indicates the algebra has complicated structures and more transparent
understanding of it from the boundary string viewpoint is desirable.
We have done our analysis in a tractable static gauge condition. Light-cone gauge analysis
is more interesting in its relationship with BFSS matrix theory and the results of [1]. It is
14


































However, the chain of the boundary constraints look too complicated to solve in this case even
if some approximations are taken. Moreover, when there is a constant C-eld background,
we can not apply the matrix regularization method developed in the third paper of [6]. Thus,
analysis in this gauge is remaining as a hard but interesting problem. See comments below.
When this work was in the process of typing, we learned that another group [15] has also
employed the quantization of an open membrane in a C-eld background, and they have also
investigated the decoupling limit as the open string case. Though their line of thought is
dierent from ours, their results seem to be consistent with ours at least in rst order in C.
Moreover, their paper has also studied the light-cone coordinate analysis, but their analysis
is within the decoupling limit and slightly dierent from our interests such as membrane
regularization related to matrix models.
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A A brief review of Dirac's procedure applied to bound-
ary constraints
In string theory, one can nd noncommutativity on a D-brane by quantization procedures
for open strings with a background B-eld [2]. A transparent way to conrm the noncom-
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mutativity of open strings is the Dirac’s procedure applied to boundary conditions [7, 8]. In
this appendix, we briefly review this approach. The calculations described here are mainly
based on the appendix of the paper by Kawano and Takahashi [10].
Dirac's procedure First, we survey the ordinary methods for constrained systems fol-
lowing [11, 12]. In singular systems, we face some constraints, primary constraints, between
canonical variables. Consistency conditions for these constraints in time evolution sometimes
lead to additional constraints, secondary constraints. We must consider the consistency con-
ditions for these new constraints and possibly nd new constraints, secondary constraints
for secondary constraints, and so on.
Constraints are classied into two classes; the rst class constraints that commute with all
the other constraints and the second class constraints that do not. The rst class constraints
are related to the gauge symmetry of the system and we can treat them as second class by
gauge xing. Thus we may assume all the constraints are second class. The singular system
is treated with the Dirac bracket dened as
fF; GgDB  fF; Gg − fF; AgCAB fB; Gg ; (83)
where CAB = (C−1)AB, CAB  fA; Bg and A, B are second class constraints. This Dirac
brackets are Poisson brackets on the constrained surface[11, 12], so we can determine the
time evolution of this constrained system using the Dirac bracket.
Boundary condition as constraint According to [9], we can treat the boundary con-
ditions of an open string as constraints. The consistency conditions of these constraints
lead to an innite chain of secondary constraints, which are all second class. Thus, we can
calculate Dirac brackets of this system in principle. However, we must consider the inverse
of an 11 matrix CAB. Surprisingly, we can completely solve this question in the string
case.
Let us explain the string case calculations for example. We consider an open string in a

















X 0  @
@




and bij = 2
0Bij . Variation of the action leads to the equations of motion and the boundary
conditions:
@@X
i(; ) = 0; (86)
Dirichlet directions: X iD = 0 (X iD = const.);
Neumann (or Mixed) directions: gijX
0j + bij _Xj = 0 at  = 0; ;
where mixed directions are named for their mixtures of some directions[9] and we shall only
consider below the directions obeying these mixed boundary conditions. We now go on to







boundary conditions are taken to be primary constraints of this system,
i() = GijX
0j + 20bikgklPl; (87)
where Gij  gij − (bg−1b)ij , so called \open string metric".




Pi()  0 and d
(2n)
d(2n)
i()  0 : (88)
The solution to these constraints is[10]
X i(; ) =
1X
n=0















Lagrange bracket One of the easiest way to nd the Dirac bracket is to use the Lagrange
brackets[12] and this method was used in [2] in a slightly dierent way.
Lagrange bracket L for variables z = z(q; p) is dened through the symplectic form
Ω = −2dqi(z) ^ dpi(z) = Ldz ^ dz ; (91)














An important property of this bracket is that this is the inverse matrix of the Poisson bracket,
L fz ; zg =  : (93)
To nd the relation to the Dirac bracket, let us take the variables as follows
z1; z2; : : : ; z2N−2m| {z }
coodinates on the constrained surface
; z2N−2m+1 = 1; : : : ; z2N = 2m| {z }
2m constraints
: (94)
Then we nd that the matrix obtained by limiting variables to the rst (2N − 2m) ones is
the inverse matrix of the Dirac bracket,
2N−2mX
;=1
L fz ; zgDB =  : (95)
This means that Dirac bracket is the Poisson bracket on the constrained surface dened
through the conditions, z2N−2m+1 = : : : = z2N = 0. Thus, we can compute the Dirac bracket
by solving the constraints, constructing the Lagrange bracket and taking its inverse.
In string case, Lagrange brackets are dened by
Ω = −2
Z
ddX i() ^ dPi()
= −2

dX i0 ^ dP0i +

2
























 ij ~(; 0) (97)








ij ( = 0 = 0)
−ij ( = 0 = )
0 (otherwise)
: (99)
This shows noncommutativity of open strings and this equals the result in [2].
B The explicit calculations of Lagrange brackets at
second order in C
In this appendix, we give the explicit calculations of (70), (71), (72) and (73).
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 dX i0(x) ^ dP k0 (y) −@y (P l0(y)P m00 (y)(x− y)− @y(P l0(y)P m00 (y))(x− y)
+dXk0 (x) ^ dP i0(y)












0(x− y) : (100)
These correspond to (2M)ijxydX
i









0(x− y) : (101)








 dX i0(x) ^ dP j0 (y) P m00 (y)P k00 (y)(x− y) + @y (P m0 (y)P k00 (y)(x− y)
+P m00 (y)@y
(






P k0 (y)(x− y)














dxdy dX i0(x) ^ dP j0 (y)
 P m00 (x)P k00 (x)(x− y)− P m0 (x)P k00 (x)0(x− y)
− P m00 (y)P k0 (x)0(x− y)− @y
(









where in the last term we make k $ m. Using






0(x− y) = P k0 (x)P m00 (x)0(x− y) + P k0 (x)P m0 (x)00(x− y);
@x
(




= P k00 (x)P
m0
0 (x)(x− y) + P k00 (x)P m0 (x)0(x− y)
+ P k0 (x)P
00
0 (x)(x− y) + 2P k0 (x)P m00 (x)0(x− y)










dxdy dX i0(x) ^ dP j0 (y)
















00(x− y) + P m00 (x)@x
(
P k0 (x)(x− y)

: (105)







0 (x) ^ dP i0(y)







0(x) ^ dP j0 (y)











(x− y) : (107)
Finally, we compute the part of n. Because the result should be antisymmetric under
fi; xg $ fj; yg, and n is proportional to CiklCjml, we only need to consider the antisymmetric




























0(x− y) + Xk00 (y)P m0 (y)0(x− y)

: (108)
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